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Abstract: A comprehensive introduction to cryogenic detector developments for particle physics is 
presented, covering conventional detectors cooled (o low temperatur-. (scintillators and semi
conductors), superconductive and thermal sensitive devices, as well a 'he basics of cold elec
tronics. After giving a critical overview of current work, we elaborate , possible new ways for 
further improvements and briefly evaluate the feasibility of the main proposed applications. 

Resume: Ce cours est une introduction générale aux développements rèce '•>• sur Its détecteurs 
cryogéniques pour la physique des particules, il décrit les propriétés à : ase température des 
délecteurs conventionnels (sctntillateun, semiconducteurs), ainsi que les systèmes supraconduct
eurs, les détecteurs thermiques et l'électronique refroidie. La présentation du panorama des tra
vaux en cours est complétée par une discussion des améliorations possibles ainsi que par une 
brève évaluation de la faisabilité des expériences proposées. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several fashionable subjects in particle physics require high sensitivity detectors, dedicn. :d to high pre
cision measurement of low energy particles. Among the relevant physics issues are: e. .clron neutrino 
mass [1], double ft decays [2], solar neutrinos [3], cosmic, solar or laboratory-produced axions [4], 
galactic dark matter [5], cosmologkal neutrinos [6],... There may also exist weakly ionizing particles, 
such as magnetic monopoles [7], that would be difficult to detect by conventional techniques. 

The growing prominence of this "new" physics in the context of contemporary science has trig
gered specific detector developments, aiming to satisfy the requirements of a particular experiment: 
small bolometers [8] or superconducting tunneling junctions (.STJ) [9] to measure the mass of the 
electron neutrino; superheated superconducting granules (SSG) [10, II, 12] and STJ [13] for solar 
neutrino detection; large bolometers [14, 15] for double 0 experiments; low temperature electromag
netic cavities [16, 17] for cosmic axronj; SSG [18, 19}, bolometers [14, 20] or ballistic phonon de
vices [21, 22] for dark matter searches; induction loops [21, 23] or SSG [24] for magnetic mono-
poles... All these techniques are based on the following properties of matter at low temperature: 

a) lower excitation énergies. A single ballistic phonon has E < hm (Debye) < 0.1 eV, and is 
able to excite one or several quasiparticles in superconductors. In ordinary superconductors, the ener
gy gap A for quasiparticle excitation lies in the range lO'MO" 1 eV [26], whereas high T c materials 
(Tc =r 100 K) [25] have A e; 2 x ID"1 eV. Thermal phonons have E = kT ~ 10"5 eV at 0.1 K. Spin 
systems involving Kramers doublets can also produce excitation energies as low as 10~6 eV [ 15]. This 
is to be compared to the intrinsic semiconductor energy gap (as I eV), or to the energy of visible pho
tons produced in scintillators {st 3 eV). 

With elementary excitations in the range 10~6-10"' eV, the energy dependent statistical compo
nent of energy resolution becomes very small. Optimal energy resolution is then mainly given by the 
read-out noise and thermal fluctuations of the detector. 

b) The fast decrease of specific heats for dielectric crystals and semiconductors: 

c(lattice) s atT/er)) ' (la} 

c (superconductingelectrons) =: cexp(-A/kT) {lb} 
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where a == 234 n k (n = ion density) and 0rj> is the Debye temperature. Expression (la) is actually not 
an exact one, and in practice a T-dcpcndent 0 p must be used. More detailed expressions for (lb} can 
be found in [21], This sharp fall of specific heat at very low temperature makes possible thermal de
tection, where a small increase in temperature can be detected with the help of special thermometers. 
Normal electrons are less favored, since their heat capacity decreases only linearly with T. 

c) At low temperature, thermal noise decreases for both detector and electronics. This may be 
cruaal for the detection of very small signals and often determines the sensitivity threshold. 

d) low temperature phenomena provide specific signals {e.g. change in magnetization) or ampli
fication effects (e.g. metastatic phase transition in superconductors, latent heat re.'?ase or quasiparticle 
multiplication), These effects can be the basic principle of some devices, or may provide a way to en
hance the sensitivity of other detectors. Furthermore, a wide variety of superconductive materials and 
crystal heat absorbers is available and can be used as dedicated active targets. Then, a low temperature 
detector may prove useful even if its intrinsic performance is no better than that of Nal(TO or ultra-
pure germanium. 

However, several difficulties specific of cryogenic devices have to be solved before taking benefit of 
these features: 

a) At very low temperature, relaxation processes are rather slow (e.g. quasi-particle or spin-lattice 
relaxation, electron-hole recombination, ballistic phonon thermalization, heat or radiation release by 
mctastable states....). Furthermore, electrons (v — 106 cm a" 1), ballistic phonons (v ~ 4 10s cm s" 1), 
and. a fortiori, heat propagate much sfowlier than light, This makes difficult to reach time resolution 
below several microseconds and in some cases rise times longer than I msec are reported. Neverthe
less, the superconducting to normal phase transition has a very fast intrinsic time scale ( 10" ' 2 s for el
ementary Cooper pair breaking) -nd luminescence still exists at very low temperature, as will be dis
cussed later on. 

b) To reach optimal performances, a considerable technological effort is required: temperature 
gradients may spoil uniformity in detector response; fluctuations in the mechanisms of energy conver
sion contribute to the energy resolution; Kapitza resistances must be kept as low as possible in order 
noi to slower detector response; energy lost in irreversible mechanisms (e.g. Frenkcl pairs created by a 
particles) must be taken into account, as well as energy trapping by long-lived electronic states (e.g. 
impurity levels); luminescence phenomena, if out of control, will further degrade energy resolution... 
All these problems are being dealt with in current developments. 

c) Besides the eventual inconvenience of lengthy cooling and reheating procedures (particularly for 
large detector at very low temperature), cryogenic devices must exhibit good stability over thermal cy
cles. 

Fig. 1 shows the T-dependcnce of the effective 0[ j for several semiconductors, whereas Fig. 2 
exhibits the specific heat anomaly from electrons in a conventional superconductive material. Specific 
heats of high T c superconductors are currently being studied. As an example, YBaCuO specific beat is 
exhibited in Fig. 3. The appearance of a peculiar low T" term seems to be a common feature to sev
eral high T c materials. Fig. 4 shows the thermal conductivity of a metal in both superconducting and 
normal phase, where the electron anomaly at T < T c reflects the fact that Cooper pairs are not en
tropy carriers. Heat propagation at quasi-equilibrium is governed by the coefficient D= K/C, according 
to the usual diffusion equation, but for pure high quality crystals the concept of ballistic phonons plays 
a fundamental role. At very low temperature, the intrinsic lattice thermal conductivity is limited only 
by umklapp processes (where momentum is conserved up to a reciprocal lattice vector) [27], and in
creases exponentially in ©rj/T. Then, the effective thermal conductivity is controlled by surface scat
tering, impurities and defects. Its T-dependence follows that of specific heat (T 3 law). For a perfect, 
infinite ionic crystal al T = 0, one would have D = o© and phonons would propagate baUisttcally at the 
speed of sound. Fig. 5 shows the T-dependence of K for several isotopically pure LÎF crystals of dif
ferent sizes [28]. Below T= 10 K, the measured thermal conductivity is proportional to the crystal 
size, which provides evidence for linear (non-diffusive) propagation of unscattered phonons through 
the crystal. 
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Fig. 2: Specific heat of gallium in both normal 

Fig. 1: T-dependence of the effective Debye and superconducting phase. The linear 
temperature for several semiconductors. Dia- T-dcpendence of normal electron heat capacity b 
mond. silicium and germanium are often used as to be compared to the exponential behavior of c 
bolometers at very low T. From: E. Gopal, (electron!) in the superconducting phase. From: 
"Specific Heats at Low Temperature', Ed. Hey- C. Khtel, Introduction to Solid Slate Physics', 
wood 1966. Ed. Wiley 1968. 

Fig. 3: Detail of the specific heat of a Tiigh T c * Fig. 4: Thermal conductivity of lead in both 
superconductor. From: R.A. Fischer, I.E. Gar- normal and superconducting phase. From: Han-
don and N E . Phillips, LBL preprint (1988). duch der Phyàk, Ed. Springer-Veriag. 



An important question is the microscopic description of the energy degradation of an ionizing 
particle or a recoiling nucleus in the detector. A ionizing particle in a superconductor first produces 
excited electrons, which interact with other electrons and radiate phanons. Such phonona break Cop
per pairs. After several levels of energy degradation (~ 10" 1 0 s), an excess of - 109 quasiparticles per 
McV has been produced, A detailed description can be found in [29]. Nucleus recoil has been studied 
in [30]. Further studies are required for each specific medium, to better understand the detector re
sponse as well as effects spoiling energy resolution. 

The field of low temperature detectors for particle physics is a recent one, still at the stage of fea
sibility studies. However, in the last two yean, encouraging results have emerged (31, 32, 33] as the 
development effort increases. Interesting new ideas have also been put forward, but there is still room 
for further innovation. 

2. CONVENTIONAL DETECTORS AT LOW TEMPERATURE 

2.1 Scintillators 

Luminescence is not specifically a room temperature phenomenon. If a high light yield is the 
main requirement, together with the use of a specific target, thermal quenching [34, 351 may enforce 
the use of cryogenics. Several well known scintillators exhibit a higher light yield at low temperature, 
although such an improvement is accompanied by an increase of fluorescence decay time. Naively, 
one has [34]: 

1/T = Pr + Pnr {2} 

where r is the decay time, p r the probability for radiative transitions and pfjy the probability of 
non-radiative de-excitation due to orbital band crossing [35]. As T decreases, each electron tends to 
remain in the lower level of its orbital band, and only radiative processes are allowed. This leads to the 

T(T)/T(Q) = n(T)M0) {3} 

where TJ is the fluorescence efficiency. However, expression {3} ignores exciton trapping by metastable 
states [36], originating from low lying vibrational modes (self-trapping), or from impurity levels slightly 
below the usual band. Let Ae be the energy difference between the fluorescent perturbed level and the 
metastable state (e.g. the lowest vibrational state of the band), and p r ' the decay time of the metastable 
level. At low T [37]: 

1/T - (p r ' + p r e - A £ / k T ) (1 + e-Ac/kT)-! { 4 a } 

so that, for kT « Ae, one has: T _ 1 « p r ' . According to this description, the decay time tends to a 
constant at T * 0, but its value can be significantly larger than that predicted by equation {3). Exci-
ton trapping appears to be present in several well known scintillators, whose light yield increases or 
remains unchanged when going down in T. BGO light yield increases by a factor of 10 between 
T=300 K and T = 4 K, whereas the decay time varies from 300 ns to 150 fis. A fit to low temperature 
decay time for BGO and Bi3 * doped luminophores suggests a law similar to {4a}: 

T « ( A + B e - i B ' k T ) - 1 (4b) 

with the values [37, 36]: 

Crystal A (a"1) B (s" 1) Ae (meV) 

BùGejO^ 5 10s 1.3 105 2.85 
LaPO„(Bi) IV. 0.6 103 3.05 10a 2.09 
YV04(Bt) 1% 610 1 Z6S 10s 1.03 
CaW0 4 5.2103 6.0 10* 4.5 
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Fig. 6 (above): T-dependence of BGO light 
yield. From f.37]. 

Fi | . 7 (left): T-dependence of BGO fluorescence 
decay time. From [37] . 
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Fig. 6 exhibits the T-dependence of BGO light yield, whereas Fig. 7 shows the T-dependence of 
fluorescence lifetime. BCO transparency has also been found to improve at low temperatures [38). 
For CaWO, [36), the light yield remains unchanged whereas t increases from 2D us at room tempera
ture to 200 fis at T = 4 K. Recent measurements [39] with a well known tungstate scintillator, 
CdWO», show a similar behavior down to 1.5 K. Rise times have not been measured in detail, but are 
expected to be considerably faster. 

Even more interesting may be Ce 3* doped compounds. The fluorescence of YAG:Ce (a laser 
material [40]) was reported to decay in 16 nsec at room temperature [41], and in 60 ns at T=4.4 K 
[42], Detailed studies of Ce-doped crystals at low temperature are needed, including the commercially 
available GSO:Ce (Gd2SiOs doped with C c ï + [43]). 

If a fast cryogenic scintfllato. sensitive to low energy particles can indeed be found, it may be 
possible to combine luminescence (giving fast timing) with thermal detection (giving energy resolu
tion). This possibility will be dealt with in chapter 3. However, luminescence studies at very low 
temperature are far from being systematic, and very little information exists below I K. A full research 
program down to 100 mK or even lower T is required, in order to really evaluate the potentialities of 
scintillators as cryogenic detectors. 

2.2 Semiconductor detectors. 

Semiconductor detectors at room temperature exhibit already rather satisfying figures. Junction detec
tors of a few mm 2 have provided for decades =s 15 keV energy resolution (including thermal noise) on 
5.47 MeV 2 4 l A m a's. More recently, larger detectors have been developed and they are often cooled 
lo LNj temperature. A basic parameter characterizing the behavior of semiconductors is the number 
of carriers. In a pure intrinsic semiconductor (Si, Ge.„), n=p=nj (intrinsic carrier density), nj is given 
by the expression [44]: 

nj = 4.9 x 10' 5 (mdh n y e / m^) 3 / * M c

l / Z T 3 '* cx P ( - £ g /2kT) {5) 

where e_ is the gap energy, M c the number of equivalent minima in the conduction band, nyj, and 
n y e the "density of state" effective mass for holes and electrons, and n ^ the electron mass. A second 
basic paraiTrter is the mobility ft, defined through the relation: 

v d = * Eel f 6> 

where vj is .is drill velocity of carriers in the presence of an electric field E ej. The mobility in the 
presence of acoustic phonons varies as: 

X-I»V'"T-'" TO 

where m is the carrier effective mass. Scattering with phonons can thus be suppressed by lowering 
the temperature. In intrinsic semiconductors, however, at very low T, the conductivity o = iui n +pji p is 
strongly damped by the fall in carrier population. Intrinsic semiconductor detectors (e.g. ultrapure 
germanium) are based on the excitation of a certain number of electrons from the valence band to the 
conduction band. This u a non-equilibriuro process, where the signal must be collected before relax
ation restores thermodynamica] equilibrium. At low temperature, the population of quasiparticles de
creases like exp<- e„(1cT), whereas the phonan papulation varies as usuai like T 3 . En the absence of 
trapping energy levels, recombination is also damped by a factor exp( - rg/JcT). The interest of low 
temperatures is limited by: a) the intrinsic energy resolution, depending on the energy deposition and 
the semiconductor energy gap; b) carrier trapping by frozen impurities. Even if the carrier mean free 
path is very long and the electronic noise is set very low, the statistical energy resolution will be given 
by: 

l E » ( f E O ' ' 2 (8) 
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where E is the deposited energy, E the effective carrier excitation energy and f the Fano factor [45], re
lated to the amount of energy transmitted to phonons. Typical values of fare 0.13 for Geond 0.15 for 
Si. Germanium (e_ = 0.7 eV) is operated at LNj temperatures giving ^ 0.1% energy resolution for 
T*Gc double 0 experiments (Q = 2.04 MeV) [46], whereas InSb [47] (eg= 0.23 eV) is operated down to 
1.5 K for the detection of infrared photons. InSb is also favored because of its very high mobility (8 x 
10* cm2 V" 1 s _ I at room temperature). 

Extrinsic semiconductors have the advantage of being able to produce extremely low values of the 
energy gap. Some examples are: 0.0093 eV for Ge:Li (donor); 0.033 for Si:Li (donor); 0.045 for Si:B 
(acceptor) ; 0.0058 for GaA<Si (donor). Doped semiconductors allow to obtain excellent figures in 
energy resolution for low energy particles (e.g 150 eV FWHM energy resolution for Si:Li irradiated 
with 6 keV y's at LNj temperatures). However, because of doping impurities, it becomes more diffi
cult to extract the carriers from a buBc sample. Neglecting phonon scattering, mobility in the presence 
of ionized impurities follows the law: 

rç-OnV^Nj-T'" {9} 

where N'j is the ionized impurity density. On the other hand, at higher temperatures acoustic phonon 
scattering becomes important. Thus, mobility is limited at low temperature by the dopant concentra
tion or just the intrinsic impurity concentration, and at room temperature by thermal phonons. The 
main problem is therefore to optimize doping (or purity) and operating temperature. High resistivity is 
required to apply a high E ej without creating a large leakage current. But mobility must remain high, 
and carrier lifetime must be long enough. If the drift velocity and detector size are such that carriers 
cannot reach the electrodes in a time much shorter than their lifetime, important losses will appear and 
the detector performance will be degraded. This is the main difficulty to build large detectors with ex
trinsic semiconductors, and has led to the development of dedicated technologies [48], 

Fig. 8 shows the carrier density of intrinsic Si as a function Df temperature, whereas Fig. 9 exhibits 
the mobility of several semiconductors as a function of T for several impurity concentrations. 

3. BOLOMETERS 

In an insulating crystal at low temperature, an energy deposition E will lead to an increase in tempera
ture that can be detected with a resistive thermometer (thermistor). Neglecting read-out noise and as
suming that the deposited energy have been fully converted into beat, energy resolution is given by 
phonon thermal fluctuations [49): 

^Errns a f ( W / z k T o c T'/ 'M 1/* {10} 

where C is the heat capacity, k the Bohzmann constant and M the mass of the crystal. The heat ca
pacity of the thermistor has been neglected, which may not be correct for small bolometers. The coef
ficient f depends on the details of detector architecture, but is often estimated to be in the range 1.5-2. 
Thus, a sizeable increase in detector mass can be compensated by a moderate decrease in temperature. 

In practice, a considerable technological effort is required before reaching such an ideal scenario: 
some energy is trapped by impurities in long lived metastable states; scintillation light is also produced 
and may escape the detector, the thermistor specific heat does not follow a T 1 law and its heat capacity 
may dominate the detector one at very low T; heavily ionizing particles (e.g. Q'S) lose, also, energy in 
creating Frenkel pans of dislocations». Finally, the development of linear low noise amplifiers for bo-
lometric read-out is far from being a trivial problem. 

The measurement of the vc mass from the 3 H Kurie plot can be made with detectors smaller than 
I mm 3. Energy resolution of 10 «V FWHM or less on 18.6 keV electrons is needed for such purposes. 
A diamond bolometer (0.2S mm 3) at 1.3 K reached FWHM energy resolution of 36 keV on 5.5 MeV 
a particles [8], and at 100 mK a composite Si micro-calorimeter brought 17 eV FWHM resolution on 
6 keV y's [50]. Fig. 10 shows the scheme of the Wisconsin-Goddard Si bolometer, whereas Fig. 11 ex
hibits spectra obtained with this device. 
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Fig. 8: Density of carriers for intrinsic silicium 
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Fig. 9: T-dependence of carrier mobility for 
doped Ge, GaAs and InSb. From: B. Lengeler, 
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Fig. 10: The Si mkro-calorirneter described in Rg. 11: Low energy y spectra from [50], mdi-
[50]. The ion implant is the main ingredient of eating AE (FWHM) =* 17 eV from the width of 
the thermal sensor. the Mn K a peak. 
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More recently, the study of large bolometers has also been undertaken. Using a 0.7 g germanium 
absorber at 44 mK, the Milano group [51] obtained 1% energy resolution on a particles from a î ï B R a 
source in radioactive equilibrium with its daughters. Furthermore, a previous high flux irradiation al
lowed tn implant daughter nuclei in the crystal producing satellite peaks shifted upwards by 100 kcV 
(I:ig. 12a). As the implanted nuclei decayed, the satellite peaks disappeared and only single peaks from 
external Vs remained (Fig. 12b). The authors conclude that the bolometer was sensitive to nucleus 
recoil, as expected from the 50 keV energy resolution. Similar evidence had been previously reported 
from work with small bolometers [52]. 

A new idea is the so-called "magnetic bolometer* [ 15]. About half of the deposited heat is con
verted into very low energy spin excitations (~ I0~* eV) of a Kramers doublet. A small change in the 
magnetization of the crystal can then be detected by a SQUID read-out. The authors report 30 keV 
equivalent noise at 400 mK with 5.5 MeV a's on a 7.35 g sapphire absorber with a 135 mg YAG:Eb l i -

magnetic bolometer implanted on the sapphire. However, because of the above mentioned energy 
trapping by excitons, Frenkel pairs, and other effects, a direct check of energy resolution is required 
before evaluating the real performance of the detector. 

In some applications, time resolution may be important for event identification and background 
rejection, f-arge bolometers are not fast detectors. The Milano bolometer gives rise times of the order 
of 200 tis and the one from [15] exhibits a 200 ms rise time. Perhaps bolometry should in some cases 
be combined with other detection techniques (luminescence?) in order to produce a primary fast signal 
as timing strobe. If light is used as a complementary signature, particle identification can be achieved 
through the heat-light ratio, where, for a given energy, nucleus recoil is expected to be less luminescent 
than ionizing particles. Although much more work on the subject is needed, the idea of combining 
thermal and photosensitive read-out in a single device would in principle allow to detect all the depos
ited energy, contrary to present scintillators. Some well-known luminophores (silicates, germanates, 
aluminates,...) have reasonably high Debye temperatures and would be well suited for this purpose. 
Ultrapure intrinsic semiconductors may eventually lead to composite-read-out devices, where besides 
the usual electrodes for carrier detection, a thermometer would measure the energy converted into heat. 
Agair., particle identification would be achieved through the current/heat ratio. 

Another point requiring careful study is the possible use of a superconducting absorber as the 
specific target (e.g. l 0 l , Mo for double 0 experiments). Quasiparticle lifetime is then a crucial parameter 
to estimate the detector response. Fig. !3 shows the result of a theoretical calculation of r r (recombi
nation time) and TS (thermalization time, associated to phonon scattering). It may often happen that, 
at low reduced temperature (t = T/T c), quasiparticles have rather long lifetimes and reach ballistically 
the detector walls. In such case, one may attempt to collect them with electrodes implanted on the de
tector surface, while a thermometer measures the thermalized signal. A more orthodox alternative 
would be to incorporate such target elements in high 0 Q oxides, but it is not obvious that the purity 
level required Tor low background experiments can still be preserved. 

To date, the main motivation for the development of large bolometers ( 100 g - I Kg) lies in neu-
trinoless double /Î deca>s [14], where energy resolution is crucial for background rejection, and dark 
matter searches through nucleus recoil f_53], where sensitivity to energy deposition below 1 keV is re
quired. More difficult, because of background, would be a solar neutrino experiment based on v-e" 
mattering using several tons jf bolometric detector [20]. Applications at reactors •"oulc* .; -«e to face 
similar problems. 

4. SUPERCONDUCTING TUNNELING JUNCTIONS 

Superconductors provide the unique possibility of producing diodes with about ]Q~1 eV current carrier 
excitation energy. Then, a statistical N 1 / 1 law (Poisson distribution) for energy resolution leads again 
to exceptional performances for the detection of low energy particles. In a STJ with a small bias volt
age, quasipartkles and holes excited by incident radiation tunnel across a thin insulating layer separat
ing two superconducting samples, and the current can be read with conventional low noise 
pie-amplifiers. 
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depends on the material used, but is larger for harder metals: 7.5 10" ' '« for Hg, 23 10"' s for Sn, 4.4 depend! 
I0- ' s for Al 



Usually, STJ arc made of two metallic films separated by the insulating layer. A typical design can be 
seen in Fig. 14. STJ are not expected to be massive detectors, but new ideas have recently emerged 
(e.g. quasiparlicle trapping, which also provides multiplication [13]) to incorporate bulk supercon
ducting 3pecim*.n3. 

The bias voltage creates a thermal current I t n oc exp( - A/kT) that can be lowered by working at 
low reduced temperature. In order to prevent Cooper pair tunneling (DC-Josephson current), a mag
netic field parallel to the oxide barrier is applied. An incoming particle will excite mainly electrons of 
energy much larger than the gap A, but these electrons wiU later relax emitting phonons. At t « I, 
phonons mainly excite quasiparticles, which can then tunnel across the junction ot recombuw. The 
expected energy resolution in - aTj follows the same expression as for the semiconductor, given by 
(8). Potentially, a Sn-SnO-Sn detector with fa: I and t ~ A ts 0.6meV, shculd reach 0.1% energy 
resolution on 6 keV y's. Experimental results aie not that good, but the SIN group claims [54] 48 «V 
FWHM resolution based on the width of the 5.89 keV "Mn K a peak (Fig. 15), obtained with a Sn 
STJ operating at T - 400 mK. The Garching (TMU) group in turn reports [55] 88 eV resolution, 
determined from the energy difference between the Kg (6.49 keV) and K a peaks (Fig. 16). A typical 
signal rise time from existing STJ is of the order of 15 ta. 

Using materials with higher T c , a low value of t can be reached at *He temperatures. An excellent 
result has recently been provided by a 10 nm x 10 ̂ m Nb/Al/AI2Oj/Al/Nb junction [56], reaching a 
250 eV energy resolution for 6 keV y's at T= 1 K. If electronic noise can be lowered, the optimal en
ergy resolution given by Poisson's law has been estimated to: AE (FWHM)silO eV. Nb based junc
tions present the advantage of a better thermal stability and device life time. Although rather small 
with present technology, such junctions can be used for astrophysics! purposes. 

Apart from the detection of law energy y rays, a possible use of small STJ would be neutrino 
mass measurements [9], but if larger devices can be made, they could be used [13] to detect low en
ergy solar neutrinos through the " 3 I n Raghavan's reaction £571- A " 3 I n detector may also be used 
for 9-* v oscillation experiments at reactors. 

STJ provide an interesting read-out for crystal phonon detectors, where ballistic phonons would 
be converted into quasiparficles. Since ballistic phônons propagate along the main crystallographic 
axis, it should be possible to extract information on the position of the event inside the crystal [21, 
22]. This possibility has been recently demonstrated by the Garching (TMU) group [22] using three 
aluminum STJ implanted on one of the faces of a Si wafer, and moving the incident position o F « par
ticles on the other side of the crystal (Fig. 17a). Position information is seen to emerge from correla
tions between the signals observed at two different junctions (Fig. 17b). A parallel effort alontf similar 
lines is being pursued by the Stanford group £211 

Lower Sn- f7tm 

d t = 0 . 1 5 u m 

Sn-ûJf / ie barrier ( ç f - 10 Â ) 

Upper Sn- film 

d7 =0 .6 urn 

Fig. 14: A schema of STJ prepared at PSI (Villigen) [54]. 
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Fig. IS: Energy spectra from E =: 6 keV y rays 
obtained at PSI using a Sn STJ at T - 400 mK. 
Shown is, for comparison (dotted line), the best 
performance of a Si:U semiconductor detector at 
LNj temperature. 

Fig. 16: Energy spectra for E =r 6 KeV Mn y 
rays obtained by the TMU (Ganging) group 
using a Sn STJ at T s 400 mK. 
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Fig. 17 a): Rough scheme of a set-up for ballistic 
phouon studies, based on work by the TMU 
(Garching) group. From the impact point se
lected through tiw hole position, pbonons pro-
pagite following the main crystallographic axis 
and are collected by the STJ read-out implanted 
on the opposite side of the silicon wafer. 

Fig. 17 b): Two-junction pulse height scatter 
plot, for several positions of the incident « par
ticles on trie lower face of the Si wafer. Correla
tions providing position information are clearly 
exhibited. Reported by F. von FeiHtzsch et al. 
at the Bugey Workshop on Reactor Neutrino 
Physics, Sept. 88. The non-monochromauc 
spectrum of the 2 4 , A m source used must be 
considered when evaluating energy resolution. 
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S. SUPERHEATED Sl'PER CONDUCTING GRANULES 

A type ! superconductor wiih low enough K (the Ginzburg-Landau parameter) can exhibit metastable 
slates (Fig. IS), due to Ihe positive normal-superconducting interface energy. Type I samples may re
main in the superconducting state for values of the external magnetic field larger than the critical field 
H c (superheating). The superheated state has been obtained for pure metal microspheres of 1-400 nm 
diameter (Tig. 19). SSG detectors arc usually prepared as a colloid of granules into some dielectric 
material, with read-out loops oriented in the plane normal to the applied magnetic field H 0 . The phase 
iransition of one or several grains is thus detected through the disappearance of the Meissner effect. 
The flux variation produce a small current in the loop. Shape inhomogeneities, surface defects, as well 
as diamagnctic interactions, lead to a broad differential superheating curve is observed (Fig. 20), where 
dN/dH0 is the number of granules changing state per unit increase of the applied magnetic field H 0 . 

It was proposed long ago [58] to use SSG as a particle detector. The energy released by an inci
dent particle, when converted into heat, would originate a fast transition of the grains where the inter
action took place. Recently, progress has been made in the SSG real time read-out [59] and granules 
of sizes 10-400 ^m have been shown to be sensitive to low energy sources down to 6 keV y's [60]. 
The observed sensitivity (Fig. 21, 22) can be theoretically understood and, when extrapolated to very 
small grains, gives encouraging figures: 1 pm diameter in grains at T=200 mK would be sensitive to 
about 300 cV with 80% efficiency, whereas Ga grains cooled to 100 mK would achieve a similar per
formance for 4 eV energy deposition, t'nfortunately, even if these figures could be obtained in a real
istic detection system, two types of experiments would still remain quite difficult: 

I ) Il has been proposed [II] to use indium SSG as a detector for low energy solar neutrinos, ex
ploiting the SSG potentiality in segmentation (crucial for background rejection). A X-Y current loop 
read-out (Fig. 23) would allow to segment a 4 ton indium detector into 101 elementary cells, with only 
10' electronic channels. However, such an instrumentation would require 5 mm x I m current loops, 
which makes extremely difficult to detect the signal produced by 116 keV secondaries. 

2) Dark matter searches through nucleus recoil encounter an even more seven? difficulty, since 
only single grain flips are usually expected. The device is seen as a threshold detector, without any 
energy resolution. 

To cure both diseases, we have proposed a new operating principle, based on the concept of 
"amplification by thermal micro-avalanche" [12, 19]. Metastability allows for a positive latent heat in 
the superconducting to normal phase transition, due to the fact that an external magnetic field higher 
than H c is involved in the process. The extra magnetic free energy stocked in superheating may then 
be large enough to change the thermal nature of the transition, which is endothermic at equilibrium. 
In such case, the flip of a single granule will release heat which, together with the deposited energv will 
be dispersed in the detector. If heat exchanges through the dielectric material are efficient enough (low 
Kapitza resistances), new flips will be produced which in turn release more latent heat. In such a 
scenario, with sufficiently small grains (1 /an in diameter), a signal in magnetic flux A<P <x E is ex
pected even for a nucleus recoil. The appearance of extra flips will lead to an amplification effect (one 
nr two orders of magnitude), which may solve the basic pioblems for a ' ' *[n experiment. Time reso
lution is expected to b* in the range 10-100 ns, for good heat diffusion and low Kapitza resistances. 

Other applications would then be possible: double beta decays [61], X-ray imaging [62], dark 
matter searches through inelastic scattering with a 1 1 9 Sn target [19]. Furthermore, the dielectric ma
terial can provide an active target (hydrogen for dark matter searches [19])... However, if experimental 
evidence for global avalanches already exists [63], further work is required to evaluate the real per
formance of the micro-avalanche effect. Another crucial problem is large scale production of very 
small grains. < £ m c a n (average size) ^ 25 ;jm tin granules are produced [64] at a rate of 5 kg/hour using 
a 40 kHz ultrasonir atomizer. A new development is underway in order to adapt the existing procedure 
to higher ultrasonic frequencies, up to 5 MHz according to the law [65]: ^ m e a n oc f~:'3. 



Fig. IS: Phase diagram of a type I superconduc
tor incorporating metastable states. H ^ and H^. 
are respectively the superheated and supercooled 
critical field. 

Fig. 19: Tut granules recently produced by 
EXTRAMET [64]. The mark is 10 urn. 
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Fig. 20: A typical differential superheating curve 
for a tin SSG colloid. dN/dH 0 is the number of 
granules changing slate per unit increase in ap
plied magnetic field H 0 . 
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An independent application, using large grains, would be ihe detection of magnetic monopoles 
[24], where the flux tube injected by the monopole would destroy the superconductmly of many 
granules The advantage of SSG would be a comfortable signal (several orders of magnitude larger than 
m induction experiments), a good background rejection due to the large grain size, and a measureir :nt 
of speed ,wd direction. 

6. MICRO-KELVIN DEVICES 

Nuclear cooling techniques [66] have been recently improved down to 10-20 nK. Studies of super-
fluid 'He are performed down to 100 tiK. 

When a magnetic field is applied to a nuclear spin system, a level splitting is produced and the 
new levels are populated in a temperature -dependent way, If the applied field is increased isothermally, 
and the sample is then thermally decoupled from the outside world, a microkelvLn device has been po
tentially created. Due to the very high specific heat of the nuclear spin system at very low tempera
ture, most of internal energy has been stocked in the form of spin excitations, Lowering again the 
magnetic field, level splitting is removed taking away most of the internal energy of the sample. The 
nuclear spin system, cooled by demagnetization, pumps in turn energy from the electron gas from 
contact spin-flip interactions (spin-lattice relaxation). The heat absorption rate by the nuclear degrees 
of freedom is governed by the equation [66]: 

dQ/dt = n A B 2 T " 1 ( T n

_ l - T,." 1) {11} 

where n is the molar density, A the Curie constant, T the spin-lattice relaxation time, T n the nuclear 
temperature and T e the electronic temperature. A commonly used material is copper, which has a 
reasonably short spin-lattice relaxation time: r s I s (T/K)" 1 , and a moderately high Curie constant: 
A = 3.188 10"* J K T " 2 mol" 1 . In this way, extremely low temperatures (down to 13 nK) are pro
duced. Ultra-tow temperature machines based on this principle exist in several laboratories: Juhch 
[67], Tokyo [68], Helsinki [69] , Bayreuth [70] , and Lancaster [71] . 

Although it is too early to evaluate the relevance of such devices for practical detection purposes, 
the opening of a new technological window to the study of very tow energy deposition must be ac
knowledged. Even in their present form, sub-milHkelvin machines have been considered as a way to 
study galactic dark matter [72] . The basic idea is to use residual heat leaks to get bounds on two pro
cesses: i) single nucleus coherent scattering, where energy is transmitted as a single nucleus recoil [S3]; 
ii> coherent 1-phonon scattering (involving several nuclei), which occurs for À (wavelength) much larg
er than the basis vectors of the lattice structure. According to [72] , process i) dominates for m (parti
cle mass) > 20 MeV, whereas process ii) manifests itself for m < 20 MeV. Unfortunately, the ob
tained bounds are far away from realistic goals in the second region, which would be relevant to th? 
detection of cosmolagical neutrinos. 

The use of superfluid 'He as a particle detector at T a 100 ftK. has equally been considered [73] , 
where a 1 eV energy dc-xuitioii would excite as 10' quasiparticles. These quasiparticles consist of *He 
atoms and are therefore electrically neutral. No physical principle has been foreseen to build a realistic 
read-out for such excitations. 

7. OTHER DEVICES 

Energy deposited in superfluid *He at low temperature (100 mK) would create rotons (A/k = 8.65 K). 
A 200 keV electron from neutrino scattering is expected to originate ta 10' elementary excitations, 
which will propagate ballisttcaUy in all directions. Some will Kit the surface of the liquid and evaporate 
a sizeable number of helium atoms, that may be detected by bok>metric techniques [74]. No experi
mental result exists yet on this technique, but a development is being carried on at Brown University. 

If cryogenics can be successfully incorporated in high energy experiments, superconductive devices 
present potentially the advantage of an excellent radiation hardness, due to the stability of supercon
ducting parameters with respect to defects, as compared to solid scintillators and semiconductors. 
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Thus, superconductors could be used as micro-vertex and very forward tagging detectors. CERMET 
devices [75] , made of NbN films operating as flux flow detectors at 6 K, or superconducting 0-Ga 
granules ( T c = 5.9 K) may be interesting possibilities. A vertex detector is being developed [76] , based 
«m the propagation of the hot spot created by and incident particle in a superconducting strip or wire 
biased by a current 1 < I c . Current dissipation provides extra energy, at a power per unit volume 
W[ = p I1, where J is the current density and p the normal state resistivity. The thermal energy ab
sorbed by the medium is in turn: VV-yj =; c1 AT «" ' . tf Wj > Wjyj, the hot spot propagates along 
•he two directions of the one-dimensional sample and may lead to a high-resolution position detector. 
FIol spot propagation speed is st Id 3 m/s. 

A successful application of cryogenic techniques is the use of low temperature electromagnetic 
cavities for the detection of galactic axions. In this case, low temperature (T = 4.2 K) is used lo lower 
the resistance of a copper cavity and improve the quality factor Q s ( « > 0 R C ) " 1 , where a>0 is the re
sonant frequency, and R, C the equivalent series resistance and capacity. It also allows for the use of a 
cold GaAs narrow band amplification Mage. Superconducting materials are avoided, for they would 
lead to unwanted persistent currents. >)ue to the ayy coupling [4, 16], a galactic axion can turn into a 
photon in the presence of an intense electromagnetic field. Since galactic halo particles are expected to 
be non-relativistic (v - 10 " 3 c), a -* y conversion would produce a narrow line, of energy E a m a . 
and width AE/E * 10"*. In a low noise cavity, with an applied magnetic field B as large as possible, 
axion conversion would produce an electromagnetic signal of frequency v = E/h = m a /h. The resonant 
frequency of the cavity can be tuned with the help of a sapphire rod (Fig. 24), allowing to explore a 
wider frequency range by successive scans. In this way, an active search is being carried out tn the f » 
I GFIz range, which corresponds to the value of the axion mass (m « 10"' eV) for which this particle 
may close the universe. 

Present cosmic axions detectors have already been able [17] to put bounds only a factor of 50 
below cosmological flux predictions [77, 4 ] . Such a far-reaching effort should certainly be pursued in 
order to check cosmological limits. 

Finally, the use of induction loops for magnetic monopole detection is by now a running program 
where considerable technological skill has been developed. In the presence of magnetic charges, Fara
day's law becomes: 

V x if + l/c dÏÏfdt = 4 f f /c jJn (12) 

where j m is the magnetic current density. A magnetic charge n (in Dirac units [78]), when passing 
through a superconducting loop of inductance L, will induce a dc current i = 2n<J>0/L, where 4> 0 is the 
flux quantum, * 0 = hc/2e Ï 2 X 10~ 7 Gauss cm*. This current is rather small (i cs 2 nA for 
L = I MH). but can be read by a SQUID (chapter 8, sect. 2). The main problem, in such experiments, 
is noise background coming from external electromagnetic signals (including earth's magnetic field 
fluctuations % 10~ 3 gauss). To escape such backgrounds, gradiometric loops have been designed. 
Furthermore, superconducting lead can provide an active shield [21, 23] , where the monopole will in
ject a flux tube 4>= 2n 4> 0, that can be detected by a scanning procedure, ^-metal is another possible 
shielding, although less powerful than iearf. In such case, the gradiometric technique is pushed to its 
highest performance (e.g. Fig. 25) and coincidences are used [79, 80] . 

Induction loops have brought two well-known candidate events, which are not well established 
nor have been confirmed by subsequent runs. In spite of the high degree of noise rejection reached by 
prototypes of several m l . background problems are likely to grow with detectoT surface, due lo the 
smallness of signals involved. It remains thai no other detection technique is known allowing to: a) 
detect monopoles of any speed through an interaction derived directly from first principles; b) directly 
measure the monopole magnetic charge. This motivation appears strong enough to pursue the induc
tion program in spile of all technical difficulties. 

Non-superconducting induction devices producing transient responses are also being considered 
[81] , and ~ 10 cm loops operating at L N a température have been built. High T c superconductors 
may also be an interesting alternative, especially since the feasibility of YBaCuO SQUIDs has been 
demonstrated [82] . 
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Fig. 22: Irradiation result for a S n „ S b , SSG 
sample at 3 He temperature. The granules miss
ing in the irradiated differential superheating 
curve (full line), as compared ID the 
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Fig. 23: A typical read-out principle for SSG 
detectors. Long current loops (read by conven
tional electronics) are deposited in X- and Y-
planes between foils of SSG colloid. X-V coin
cidence between two loops provides then posi
tion information with excellent accuracy. 

Fig. 25 (above): Bask design of a gradiometric 
low background induction loop for monopole 
detection. From [81] . 

Fig. 24 (left): Bu ic design of the cryogenic cop
per cavity BNL-ftocheater-FNAL cosmk anon 
detector, from [IT]. 
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8. LOW TEMPERATURE ELECTRONICS 

H.l Conventional 

The main motivations for (he use of conventional electronics at cryogenic temperatures are the tower 
noise produced by random motion of current carriers (thermal noise), the increase of the transconduc-
lancc, the lower power dissipation and signal distortion through transmission lines, the larger carrier 
mobility leading to faster operating speed at a given capacitance, and the possible use oflow gap, high 
mobility materials. The exponential fall of leakage currents is a crucial advantage when dealing with 
highly sensitive charge amplifiers. 

However, decreasing the temperature leads to a reduction of the carrier population and, in the 
case of undoped silicium, to a complete "freeze-out" of the carrier at T v 4 K. Doping impurities 
lower the energy gap and improve low T carrier density, but increase in turn the number of trapping 
centers. 

Thermal (Johnson) noise is the dominant component of electronic noise at high frequency, and 
falls significantly at low T, according to the law: 

c 1 = 4kTy /g m (13) 

where ^ is the transconductance (Gain = g m Ri j , RL is the load resistance) and y = 0.5-0.6. Below 
some device-dependent frequency band, generation-recombination rate fluctuations provide the domi
nant (\iT) component (flicker noise), whkh, usually, decrease strongly with T. Fig. 26 shows the 
T-dependence of noise at all frequencies for a Ge FET and a GaAs FET. The low temperature be
havior of several semiconductors is well described in Fig. 27, which shows the temperature dependence 
of conductivity for several materials. Si conductivity drops dramatically below 100 K, whereas n-lnSb 
shows the best performance, with remarkable stability down to *He temperatures. n-GaAs also shows 
good behavior at low T. The increase in electron mobility for low doping level semiconductors leads 
to an increase in JFET transconductancc [83], Fig. 28 shows the T-dependence of gjj, for several 
commercially available devices, where scattering by ionized impurities appears to be of little signifi
cance down to T = 4 K. 

Among the three main semiconductors families: silicon, germanium and Ga-As devices, only the 
last two remain operative at liquid He temperature (bipolar Si junction are even not usable at LN 2 

temperature). The best overall signal over noise ratio for Si is obtained with JFET and MOSFET at 
120 K. The following table shows some of the best results obtained so far [83, 84], Going down from 
4.2 K to 1.8 has not shown substantial variations. 

Device Noise Transconductance Frequency range Temperature 
nV/^Hz mA/V MHz K 

Si-JFF.T 0.75 20. 0.03-50 77 
si-Mosrirr 1.0 40. ss i 77 
Ge-FET 1.2 13. 0.1-1 4.2 
Ga-As-FET 3.0 38. » 1 77 

" 1) 55 * » 10 " 
8.2 Superconducting 

B. Josephson [85] showed that Cooper pair tunneling across a supercenduc-
tor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) junction in the presence of an applied dc voltage V has the form: 
l = I c sin<£, where I c is called the critical current and depends on T and junction structure. •£ is the 
phase difference between the phase of the Cooper pair wave function on both sides of the junction. 



Fig. 26: Noise figure at jeveral temperatures for a GaAs FET (left) from D. Camin et al. in [31}, " ^ 
for a germanium FET (right) from [83]. 
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Fig. 28: T-depencfaoce of tiwuconductaoce for 
several commercially available FET, from [83]: 
1) aannanium TtX M12, channel p, operated in 

Fig. 27: T-dependeoce of conductivity for several depletion mode; 2) tilicoa 2N 3797, a, depktk» 
semiconductor material» From: B. Uanekr, and enhancement; 3) Si 3N 160, p, enhance-
Cryogenics 14, 439 (1974). ment; 4) Si MEM 517. p. enhancement; 4) Si 

MEM520, p, e 
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and follows the law: d<£/dt = 2 eV/ft leading to an ac current of frequency fj = eV/irfi. In a real circuit, 
the relevant equa:ion is [86]: 

I = l c s i n - / > + G V + C dV/dt ( 14) 

where C is a capacitance representing the displacement current at the junction, and G a conductance 
accounting for quasipartjcle tunneling and insulator leakage currents. Solving this equation, it is possi
ble to ohtain a characteristics of < I > in terms of < V >. In the presence of an applied magnetic 
field, the characteristics is distorted through the relation: 

! c <<D) = I c (0) I sin(«0/<P 0) / < « * / * o ) I (15) 

where 0 is the magnetic flux through the junction and <I>Q the flux quantum. This distortion is the 
basic principle for (he detection of RF signals in t-junction detectors (RF SQUID). 

More recently, dc SQUID have been developed based on a twa-junction parallel array. In this 
case, a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the array causes a difference in the values of phase 
shifts through the two junctions. If <4, and $2 are the phase differences in junctions 1 and 2 taken in 
the same (parallel) direction, one has: ^ , - ^ , = 2» <D/«D0. where <f is now the flux through the sur
face surrounded by the circuit. If both junctions have the same l c , the maximum total current through 
the parallel array becomes: 

I T c - 2 I c | cos Td>/0 0 | (16) 

The intensity modulation caused by the applied magnetic flux results in a modulation of the voltage 
across the SQUID. The equivalent flux noise of a dc SQUID can be made as low as [87]: 

c/IHza; l e k T H X ) 1 ' 2 (17) 

where c is an energy equivalent to the magnetic flux noise <50: i = (ô^Y/L and L the loop inductance. 
It must be noticed, however, that: a) l/f noise appears at f < 10 Hz ; b) at T < I K , the noise of the 
conventional amplifier following the SQUID is likely to became dominant. 

Superconducting electronic devices are not substitutes of conventional semiconductor amplifiers. 
They are mainly very tow noise, highly sensitive, low impedance detectors of electromagnetic signals. 
A stage of conventional «lectronfcs is then coupled to the SQUID output and eventually provides the 
high gain of the read-out. The appearance of high T c superconductors opens the way to the design of 
very interesting hybrid devices [S3] , where superconducting junctions and semiconductor components 
may be integrated in a single chip, working at some température in the range 4 K-100 K. 

9. CONCLUSION 

Cryogenic devices for particle detection are being developed in many laboratories, all over the world, as 
physics motivation is becoming more and more obvious and widespread. Recent progress on the basic 
understanding of cryogenic detectors is rather impressive, and particle irradiation results are encourag
ing. In the last two yean, these developments has been successfully integrated into a new 
cross-disciplinary field, at the frontier between particle physics, astronomy and materials science. 
However, many new ideas remain to be tested, and important improvements aie stili necessary to 
evolve from workbench prototypes to real detectors. 

In the meantime, some cryogenic detectors (induction loops for monopoles, electromagnetic cavi
ties for cosmic axions, gravitational antennas,...) are being successfully operated by particle physicists 
and already demonstrate basic advantages of low temperature, such as low noise and high sensitivity. 
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